More Dope on Superpot
Allen Katzman

(UPS) FE note: If you read last issue’s column, (“Better Living—Thru Chemistry,” FE #38, September
15–30, 1967) please read this one also. Our advice would be that anything that can explode should be
forgotten unless you are really into [sentence not ﬁnished in the print edition]
Further information on Superpot. If you heat lighter fluid near an open flame you’ll blow yourself up. In a pot of
boiling water put the solution.
Prepare the lighter fluid solution other side of the room and make sure there is no naked flame anywhere near.
Turn off pilot light. Dip glass’ containing lighter fluid solution into the hot water.
If it stops evaporating you take it away and boil up the water again. BE SURE THERE IS NO NAKED FLAME
WHEN YOU HEAT THE LIGHTER FLUID IT EVAPORATES AND TURNS INTO GAS AND COULD CAUSE AN EXPLOSION.
Well it’s ﬁnally happened. One each standard high school dropout hippie chemist has found a legal dope that really gets you off. Basing his experimentation on knowledge picked up in the stabilization of tetra -hydrocannabinal,
he has found a catalyst that releases the latent hallucinogens found in virtually all plants. Used with ordinary
cigarette tobacco, three or four tokes will give a very clean pot high for about 30 to 45 minutes. It comes on amazingly
fast (most people go up seconds after the ﬁrst toke), and is totally safe and LEGAL.
As an added beneﬁt, it makes pot come on stronger, and can be the basis for extensive research on spices, teas,
etc.
It is common aspirin, pure aspirin, not the buffered junk. To prepare it, grind the tabs into a ﬁne powder like
flour. Then mix it with the tobacco. A ﬁlm of the powder should cover all the tobacco (chunks mixed with the tobacco
are not effective, because of the sparsity of the hallucinogens). The approximate proportions are two tabs of aspirin
to three standard cigarettes. If you do a good job of powdering the aspirin, the proportions will work themselves
out properly in the mixing.
Next roll substance or jam in pipe, inhale deeply, hold and enjoy. You might turn straights on, to it, since there’s
no legal or’ physical hangups.
FE Note: If this really works will someone write us and tell us so. We’ve heard this aspirin thing as long
ago as 1955 and never put much stock in its ability to get one high.
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